
Playing 3-on-3 in the zone, the coach is responsible for constantly
changing the game. Examples include:

One-timers only

Only de�ections score

Two passes before a shot

must pass to their skates or receive a pass with their skates

Must regroup behind defensive net

Be creative with the game requirements. Also, alternate the number of
players.

Key Points
Quick decisions
Anticpate the next play
Be aware of your surroundings

On whistle,  skates with puck and weaves through pylons at

blue line

At the same time,   follows the play, weaving through pylons

and net

Players come out of last pylon strong and play a 1v1

Progressions:
D start with puck and pass to forwards to initiate drill

Forward can skate around any number of cones (or go back

through some, purple line) before attacking

Key Points

 faces forward the entire time, pivots around obstacles

 cuts hard around pylons and keeps pace up

HCF 12U Week 13

Week 13- transitions. Jump to engage, quick decisions

Decision Maker 10 mins

Makar Gap 1 vs 1 7 mins
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Setup a barrier at the hashmarks to simulate rebounds off of and create
a barrier for the skater.
Players will be working to see how fast they can score using backhand,
one-timers, and wrist/snap shots. 
Player starts a stick length away from the barrier, facing the barrier. 
Next player in line (X2) bounces a puck off of the barrier and the skater
reacts to the puck gathers it and moves to the side of the net to shoot a
backhand shot.
Skater immediately opens up to receive a pass from X2.  Skater
attempts to elevate a one-timer over the goalie's shoulder.
X2 passes another puck off of the barrier.  Skater stops after their one-
timer and retreives the third puck on their forehand.  Skater moves
around the barrier and takes a shot on their forehand.
 
Drill can be done with no goalie and laying two barriers on the ice in
front of the net.

Key Points
backhand --> one-timer --> forehand shots;  react quickly; shoot
quickly; elevate the puck.

Simple 1v1 in corner. Player with the puck is skating �gure 8s using
body to protect the puck. Defender is applying token pressure (not
trying to create turnover) maintaining good defensive position. On
whistle players play out 1v1 to net, can attack on either side. Athletes
not participating should be passing pucks or stickhanding while waiting
for their turn.
Progressions

Start with puck battle on the boards where offensive player is

trying to prevent defensive player (under token pressure) from

getting possession by using body and feet to protect it (eating

the puck) before progressing into the �gure 8s

On whistle, player with puck can perform scissor move with

next person in line to create 2v1 to the net. Coach can even

release another defender after scissor move to backcheck and

create 2v2 battle. 

Have second player start in front if the net, on whistle player

with puck tries to make a centering feed for a shot, play out 2v1.

Coach can still add player to make 2v2

Key Points

Defender is using good defensive position. Maintaining stick on

puck and keeping between offensive player and the net

Offensive player is protecting the puck and not putting themself

in compromising positions (facing boards a couple feet away

from boards)

Paint Scoring 7 mins

Corner Puck Protection to 1v1 7 mins



On whistle attack 2v0 with  backchecking to create 2v2 battle,
play it out. On whistle teams switch roles ( become defenders and 

become offense) but all players must skate around tires before
playing the puck and engaging in the play.

This is an offense, defense, out game. Two  start on offense trying to
score with two  on defense. When the defensive players get the puck
they must skate it out to the top of the circle before passing it to the
next players in line who attack trying to score. The players that were on
offense are now on defense. Game is continuous.
Progression

Can expand to play in the entire zone, 3v3 or 4v4. 

Key Points

Create passing/shooting lanes

Make a play on defense to get the puck out. Don't let next group

stand on boards hoping for a rim for change of possession

Two nets facing the same direction, one at the top of the circles.
Coaches/passers are positioned at the half-walls. Players play 3v3, 4v4,
2v2, etc... and can score on either net. Players must pass to a pass on
the half-wall on change of possession. Line change on the whistle. If
one team scores coach dumps in a new puck on net.

Players cannot guard the passer.

2v2 reload 7 mins
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2v2 Transition Game 7 mins
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Levels / Layers 10 mins


